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GLOSSARY
Firefighting robot Any robot with fire extinguishing capabilities.
Ontology “In the context of multiple agents (including programs
and knowledge bases), a common ontology can serve
as a knowledge-level specification of the ontological
commitments of a set of participating agents. A common
ontology defines the vocabulary with which queries and
assertions are exchanged among agents
(Gruber, 1993, p.4).”
Agent “Anything that can be viewed as perceiving its
environment through sensors and acting upon that
environment through effectors
(Russell & Norvig, 2009, p.31).”
Rational agent An agent who takes the action that causes it to be
most successful (Russell & Norvig, 2009, p.31).
Autonomous agent An agent whose “behavior is determined
by its own experience (Russell & Norvig, 2009, p.35).”
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ABSTRACT
Wagoner, Amy R. M.S., Purdue University, May 2014. A Sensor Ontology for the
Domain of Firefighting Robots. Major Professor: Eric T. Matson.
Fires create thousands of dollars in damage and thousands of deaths each
year. Firefighters risk their lives everyday and are often killed in action. Firefighting
robots may be able to reduce the loss of lives and damage due to fires. Robots are
often used for redundant tasks that require the consistency and efficiency of a
machine. They are especially optimal for tasks that require strength that exceeds
that of a typical human being or for environments that are hazardous to people.
Robots metallic exteriors are far more durable and easier to replace than flesh and
blood, thus they are ideal for fighting fire that may be unreachable or too dangerous
for humaning beings.
Firefighting robots are most often shaped like tanks and are equipped with
fire extinguishers, sensors, and cameras. The robots are typically operated via
remote control and lack autonomy. Because of the volatile nature of fires, it is
difficult for software engineers to create algorithms to make firefighting robots more
autonomous. Ontologies are commonly used for sharing domain information and
structuring and analyzing data.
This study proposes using an ontology that is designed specifically for a
firefighting robot programmed to rescue a human in danger in order to make a
decision making algorithm. The methodology uses ontological tools to build the
ontology. A decision-making algorithm is created using the information that is
stored in the ontology. The study is evaluated on the accuracy rate of making the
correct decision. It is also evaluated on if the decision-making algorithm performs
significantly better than decisions chosen at random.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
According to a report, there were an estimated 1,389,500 fires reported in
2011 (NFPA, 2013). As a result of those fires, 3,005 civilians died, 17,500 civilians
were injured, and there were over $11 million dollars in direct property damage.
That means that there a civilian death resulted from a fire every 208 minutes and a
civilian injury every 30 minutes in 2011 (Karter, 2012). Another report by the
USFA said that 82 on-duty fire fighters died between January and December of 2012
(Summary Incident Report , 2013). Research needs to be done to reduce the
number of causalities each year due to fires.
Robots can be used for tasks that may be too treacherous for people. Their
metalic bodies are far more durable in extreme temperatures than human flesh.
Firefighting robots may be the answer to reducing the losses each year. Most
current state of the art firefighting robots rely very heavily on humans. Creating
alogorithms for robots to manuever in a fire is difficult because of the dynamic and
violent nature of fires. The use of an ontology may make it more plausable to create
algorithms that can make decisions in dynamic situations. Is it possible to reduce
firefighting robots reliance on human beings by first creating an ontology specifically
for firefighting robots and using it to write a decision-making algorithm?
1.1 Statement of the Problem
Currently, in the emerging world of autonomous fire-fighting robots, the
sensors and movement of the robot are controlled by humans. The world of
fire-fighting is a dangerous one for the human beings that put themselves at risk
everyday saving the lives of others. Robots are used for going into the most
dangerous situations that are not suitable for human beings. Fires are so
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unpredictable that it seems impossible to write an algorithm that allows fire-fighting
robots to efficiently make decisions and maneuver on their own. There needs to be
another method of programming robots to “think” and reason in order to make
decisions even in the most volatile, dynamic environments.
Giving robots the ability to make decisions allows them to better handle
dynamic, unpredictable situations without the need of a human intervention. Thus,
the fire fighters are able to focus on other, safer tasks. Work has been done towards
implementing ontologies in current state of the art research in robotics, but not
enough towards rescuing humans in dangerous situations. More research is needed
towards implementing an ontology towards the goal of rescuing a person in danger
when the situation is too dangerous for firefighters to enter.
1.2 Significance
Often, robots are used for tasks that may be too dangerous or impossible for
human being. Fires are unpredictable, dangerous, and can turn deadly within
seconds. In July of 2013, 19 firefighters were killed in the line of duty while trying
to set up barriers in an attempt to contain what is now called the deadliest wild fire
in Arizona history. It was reported that the fire apparently began from a lightning
strike (Yan, McLaughlin, & Hanna, 2013). It grew uncontrollably and destroyed
around 200 homes in the span of a weekend. The firefighters tried to set up
protective shields from the fire but they were deployed too late (Yan et al., 2013).
There was a great loss that day, but the terrorist attack of the Twin Towers on
September 11, 2001 still reigns as the day with the greatest loss of brave firefighting
men and women. 340 first responders raced into the collapsing towers to save the
lives of the hundreds of workers trapped inside (NFPA, 2013).
The current state of the art fire-fighting robots are not autonomous. They
are typically controlled by a human. It is difficult to build a fully autonomous
firefighting robot because of the volatile and unpredictable nature of fires (Hong,
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Min, Taylor, Raskin, & Matson, 2012). Thus, it is important to find a way to give
fire-fighting robots the ability to make decisions on their own to better navigate
through volatile and unpredictable environments.
Giving fire-fighting robots the ability to make decisions based on their sensor
data will allow them to maneuver through unpredictable fire-fighting situations.
Humans perceive the environment through their senses; touch, sight, smell, sound,
and taste. Robots have a much wider variety of sensors at their disposal. They are
able to “see” and “hear” more than humans ever could. Utilizing the full potential
of these robots could save thousands of lives each year. They could not only save the
lives of the brave men and women who risk their lives every day to save innocent
people trapped in dangerous situations, but they could also help to save the lives of
those innocent people when they are stuck in places that fire-fighters cannot go.
The use of ontologies is prevalent in robotics particularly in Natural
Language Processing to bridge the communication gap between man and machine.
Ontologies, or “knowledge engineering, ” have the potential to be successfully
applied in numerous other fields. Recent work in integrating ontologies and robotics
has resulted in robots having a more robust awareness of their environment. That
awareness can lead to life saving applications, such as a context aware firefighting
robot. Research that can save lives is too important not to pursue.
1.3 Research Question
Is it possible to write a decision-making algorithm for a firefighting robot
specifically programmed to rescue a human in danger by using a domain-specific
ontology that performs significantly better than making a choice randomly?
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1.4 Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this study is to first build an ontology for the domain of a
firefighting robot that is specifically programmed to rescue humans and then use the
ontology to make a decision-making algorithm.
1.5 Assumptions
The assumptions for this study include:
• The technology exists that can conceivably pull a human being out of a
burning building.
• The assumed robot is programmed specifically to rescue humans in a fire.
• There is exactly one human being in need of rescuing in the burning building.
1.6 Limitations
The limitations for this study include:
• The firefighting technology that currently exists.
• The property damage that may be incurred by testing a physical firefighting
robot in an actual fire.
• The personal damage that may be incurred by testing a physical firefighting
robot in an actual fire.
1.7 Delimitations
The delimitations for this study include:
• The project will not, at this time, be implemented in a firefighting robot.
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• The project will not be attached to sensors or have use of real sensor data.
• Basic maneuvering decisions (i.e. turn right, continue forward) are not within
the scope of this research.
• The moral or ethical implications of robots in charge of making life-saving
decisions are not within the scope of this research.
• The moral or ethical implications of robots “replacing” human jobs are not
within the scope of this research.
• The philosophical question of should a robot be given the authority to make
life impacting choices is not within the scope of this research.
1.8 Summary
Robots can be used to save lives. State of the art firefighting robots depend
on human control. Creating an ontology for a firefighting robot that is programmed
specifically to rescue a human being in a burning building and then using that
ontology to write a decision making algorithm may be an initial step towards
autonomy for firefighting robots. The purpose is creating an ontology and use it in a
decision making algorithm for a firefighting robot. The assumptions are that the
technology exists for robots to pull a person out of a fire, the technology is
programmed specifically for rescuing humans, and that there is exactly one person
in need of rescue. The limitations are the firefighting robot technology that does
exist and personal and property damage that may be involved in testing a physical
robot in a real fire. The delimitations are that this study will not use an actual
firefighting robot, sensors will not be used, and moral and ethical implications and
discussions are not within the scope of the project.
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CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE
2.1 A Brief Overview of Firefighting Robots
Robots that are designed for firefighting are typically built tank-like in
structure with a nozzle that can be attached to a fire hose and remote controlled by
humans, such as the robots used by the Tokyo fire department (Amano, 2002).
These robots are able to“reach positions that firefighters cannot, such as
petrochemical complexes and huge warehouse fires” (Amano, 2002, p.880). Amano
(2002) claimed,
Firefighters face risky situations when extinguishing fires and rescuing
victims; it is an inevitable part of being a firefighter. In contrast, a robot
can function by itself or be controlled from a distance, which means that
firefighting and rescue activities could be executed without putting
firefighters at risk by using robot technology instead (p.880).
The robots are remote-controlled and are equipped with video monitors to track the
robots movements. These robots do need to be controlled by at least one person
who could potentially be needed in other areas.
Another example of tank structured, remote controlled firefighting robot is
the MVF-5 created by DOK-ING, shown in Figure 2.1. The DOK-ING website
claims, “The MVF-5 extends the reach of firefighters as to protect high risk
industrial facilities and other dangerous environments.” The MVF-5 can be
controlled from a distance up to 1,500 m away to allow the firefighters to maintain
control from a safe distance. It is equipped with GPS-INS to ensure the robot will
always return to the original position (DOK-ING, 2013).
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Figure 2.1. DOK-ING Firefighting Robot (DOK-ING, 2013)
Ryland Research Limiteds remote monitor controlled Firemote
(FIREMOTE , n.d.) and Firemote 4800 (FIREMOTE 4800 , n.d.) are both run on
tracks with a monitor, firefighting nozzle, a second shield spray hose, and a color
navigation system. Each robot has its own local cooling system. Firemote is smaller
and used for small scale fires. Firemote 4800 is a larger capacity model and is
suitable for a variety of terrains.
In 2009, the London Fire Brigade teamed up with defense contractor QinetiQ
to unveil a new firefighting robot team. The two year project was funded by
Network Rail, the Highways Agency, and Transport for London. The robots were
designed to tackle the most dangerous types of fires such as those produced from
Acetylene gas that is stored in cylinders. Palmer(2009) reports that the London Fire
Brigade saw tremendous results with the robotic firefighting team. Fires that used
to take over 24 hours to resolve can now be resolved in less than three hours with
the team of robots. The robot team, all of which have video and thermal imaging
cameras, consists of four robots that vary in size and function (Palmer, 2009).
Talon and Bison are the smallest of the four robots. Talon was made to be
the most easily maneuverable of the robots. It runs on tracks and is capable of
climbing stairs. The cameras can be folded up so the robot can squeeze itself into
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tight places. Bison is equipped with grippers and cutting tools to gain access to
difficult locations. It also has a water jet to spray water directly into small or tight
places (Palmer, 2009).
The largest of the four robots are Black Max and Brokk. Black Max is a
traditionally built, remote controlled robot that is tank-like in structure with four
wheels and a fire hose. It is used to put out most fires. Brokk used to be an
industrial piece of digging equipment. It has been custom fit with a giant claw that
is used for picking up and moving heavy objects and modified to be
remote-controlled (Palmer, 2009).
Thus far, human controlled robots have dominated the firefighting robot
market. However, it is becoming clear that a faster reaction time and the ability to
free up necessary man power is growing in importance. Hong et al. (2012) state:
Most firefighting robots are tele-operated by a human. The advantage of
that is that human intelligence compliments the robotic functionalities.
One clear disadvantage is that one firefighter per robot is prevented from
fighting the fire. If one human controls several robots, his or her
attention may be too divided, and an important and necessary action by
a robot may not be executed in a timely fashion (p. 3).
Recently, researchers have been finding new ways to produce firefighting robots that
do not rely on human intervention. More and more firefighting robots are relying on
sensors and algorithms to detect and extinguish fire automatically.
FINE, shown in Figure 2.2, is designed as an intelligent fire extinguisher that
can detect and extinguish fires from within the home. It can detect a fire using a
smoke detector and infrared thermometer to detect flames. Once detected, FINE
can move towards the source of the fire on its rolling base. The base has collision
detectors to avoid obstacles along the way. FINE contains fire extinguishing powder
that it propels into the fire in order to extinguish the flames (Davoult & Lanne,
2013). Researchers have also been looking more into biology to provide inspiration
for new firefighting concepts.
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Figure 2.2. FINE (Davoult & Lanne, 2013)
Figure 2.3. OLE(Dumiak, 2008)
OLE (pronounced “oh-luh”), refer to Figure 2.3 is a concept from Germany
for a St. Bernard sized, fire-detecting and extinguishing robot. OLE is designed with
an insect-inspired body. The flexible, fireproof armor would mimic the common pill
bug by allowing the robot to curl into a ball in order to preserve itself from harm. It
would have six legs for optimum stability while navigating through forest terrain.
OLE would be equipped with large tanks for holding water and fire-extinguishing
powder and have both infrared and heat sensors. Although OLE is designed for
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firefighting purposes, forest-fire experts claim that OLE would be a better scout
than a firefighter due to her proposed fire sensing capabilities (Dumiak, 2008).
The concept of Snakefighter turns a traditional firefighting hose into a
firefighting robot based off the biological movements of a snake. Water serves as the
hydraulic mechanism as well as a fire extinguishing medium. Water shoots out of a
nozzle placed at the front of the robot. The SnakeFighter concept is ideal for tunnel
fires where humans would parish due to the extreme amounts of heat and smoke
throughout the tunnel (Liljeback, Stavdahl, & Beitnes, 2006).While these
firefighting robots are certanily impressive, the most advanced firefighting robot is
currently working for the Navy.
Figure 2.4. SAFFiR(Danigelis, 2014)
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The Shipboard Autonomous Firefighting Robot, or SAFFiR for short, is
currently being developed by teams from Virginia Tech and Penn State to work on
board Navy ships to autonomous fight fires. It is a humanoid firefighting robot that
is designed to withstand temperatures up to 500 degrees. It can autonomously
detect fires and move throughout the ship to find them and extinguish the flames
(Barrie, 2014). SAFFiR, shown in Figure 2.4, has complex algorithms that allow
the robot to walk over artificial and natural terrain and can even stay upright when
the ship is traveling through rough waters (Danigelis, 2014).
2.2 The DRB Firefighting Robot
This research is based off of the DRB FIRO-MU that was built by Dongil
Field Co., Ltd in Korea. The FIRO-MU is built to be easily loaded into a fire engine.
It is upgraded from the FIRO-M to have more power for driving and traction
(Fire-fighting Robot , n.d.). It is 400 lbs, two feet tall, and three feet wide. It is a
tank-like robot with a nozzle on the front side. It runs on dual tracks, is remote
operated, and is equipped with infrared cameras (Moss, 2013). The FIRO-MU is
currently being used in the field by the Purdue University Fire Department.
The Purdue University Fire Department was called in to a fire that began
the morning of June 19, 2013 at J&R Used Tire Service in Hoopeston, IL.
Champaign officials initially called Purdue Fire Department to request aid with
their firefighting foam. The Purdue Fire department used this opportunity to test
the prototype for the firefighting robot for the first time (Moss, 2013).
Lydia Williams (2013), with the news channel WLFI, reported that the fire
was so large that several fire crews from surrounding areas joined together to fight
the fire. Tires fires are notoriously hard to extinguish. This particular fire was
expected to burn for several days, billowing out large amounts of dark smoke clouds
as the rubber from the tires burned up in the fire. The smoke from tires may
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contain toxic chemicals that are released from the breakdown of the rubber while
burning (Williams, 2013).
The situation was dire for the 400,000 square foot building. Parts of the
building had already collapsed. The firefighters working on scene were forced to
take a defensive approach, which means that they could not enter the building. The
only option was to fight it from the outside. Unfortunately, not even the fire trucks
aerial ladders could reach the center of the building where many hotspots remained.
The DRB firefighting robot entered the building from the ground dragging a fully
charged two inch hose (Moss, 2013). It fought the fire for nearly four hours until
the battery ran dead (Delong, 2013).
Purdue University researchers have been working with the Dongil Field
Company for a year to try to improve the robots design. Purdue Fire Chief Keven
Ply (Delong, 2013) stated:
Some of the firefighters, both volunteer and career, from the many fire
departments that were there, were a little skeptical. But once we were
able to deploy it inside the structure, they were able to see it in operation
and the impact it was making on the fire, it was very impressive. We
were able to deploy it in an area that had fire involvement, to the point
where we had partial building collapse. It was an area we were not going
to put a human firefighter in, due to the risk of injury.
Chief Ply noted that there are still issues that needed to be worked out at the time
of the fire (Delong, 2013). In an interview with Dr. Eric Dietz with Purdue
University, Tracy Moss (2013) reported that “Dietz said the Korean company
[Dongil Field Robot Co., Ltd] designed the robot mainly as a platform to deliver
water, but he and his colleague believe it could be even more useful with some
sensors that could test for gases or floor integrity of a structure”. More work must
be done to improve the use and autonomy of the firefighting robot.
Regardless of the size or usability of each robot, they all interact with
humans in some way. Humans have never before worked so closely or so often with
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machines. Robots can be found anywhere from large, corporate factories to the
living room of the average home. For years, researchers have been working towards
improving interactions between humans and robots. The first step was to develop
simple techniques to establish communication and break the barrier between human
and robot.
2.3 Introduction to Ontologies
The definition of the word “ontology” varies depending on the field of
research and the function the ontology has. An ontology is defined as a “conceptual
model (of some domain), typically realized as a hierarchical vocabulary of terms,
together with formal specifications of the meaning of each term (Horrocks, 2005, p.
3).” It is also defined as “a common vocabulary for researchers who need to share
information in a domain. It includes machine-interpretable definitions for basic
concepts in the domain and relations among them (Noy & Mcguinness, 2001, p.1)”.
Ontologies are generally developed for these reasons (Gruber, 1993; Horrocks,
2005; Noy & Mcguinness, 2001):
• Sharing an understanding about information and the structure of it between
AI systems, software agents or people,
• Reusing domain knowledge,
• Making explicit domain assumptions,
• Analyzing domain knowledge or investigating a collective knowledge of a
domain,
• Structuring data,
• Or defining common vocabulary or knowledge among systems.
Whatever the reason for developing an ontology, they are aiding software engineers
in developing new applications.
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In the last decade, software engineers have been striving to raise the level of
abstraction. Ontology development, or “knowledge engineering,” provides new
methods of modeling complex information in structures that allow for analysis of
data on higher levels of abstractions (Seedorf, Informatik, & Mannheim, 2006).
Ontologies are most popularly used in Semantic Web applications, which will be
discussed in more detail in section 2.6, but are found in a variety of applications,
including use in robotics.
2.4 Use of an Ontology in Robotics
Early ontology use in robotics centered around human-robot communication
and natural language processing. The first communication between robots and
human was often state-based like the helper robot for hospitals that was developed
by Androutsolpoulos and Spryopoulos (2001). They called the robot Hygeiorobot
and it was based off of the communication via spoken dialogue systems (SDS)
approach (Spiliotopoulos, Androutsopoulos, & Spyropoulos, 2001). Other
communication techniques were based on spatial communication (Skubic,
Perzanowski, Schultz, & Adams, 2002). Both of those approaches are have limited
natural language capabilities and are inflexible because of the limited vocabulary
that can be used with the robots. The use of an ontology made communication
between robot and humans more natural, flexible, and robust.
The CARL (Communication, Action, Reasoning, and Learning in Robotics)
project began in July 1999 (Seabra-Lopes & Teixeira, 2000). Lopes and Teixeira
began the project with the hypothesis that, when programming the ability for the
robot to interact with humans, combining reasoning with reactivity will produce
more useful results than other state based or behavior based approaches for
human-robotic interaction. They believe that communication with the robot must
use a combination of symbolic gestures and spoken language. In order to test that
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hypothesis, Lopes and Teixeira (2000) developed a spoken language interface
(Seabra-Lopes & Teixeira, 2000).
The spoken language interface developed by Lopes and Teixeira (2000)
consisted of a Natural Language processing portion and a speech processing portion.
The natural language processing portion of the interface created an understanding
of language for the robot. It contained the lexical analysis and grammar rules. The
grammar rules allowed the program to parse through the sentence to extract the
part of speech of each word. The lexical analysis returned the meaning of the word
and helped create an understanding of the sentence as a whole. The speech
processing portion generated a response to be understood by the human. Once the
natural language was analyzed and processed, it could then be put into a format
that could be understood by a robot (Seabra-Lopes & Teixeira, 2000).
Lopes and Teixiera (2000) developed their own language based off the
commonly used Agent Communication Language (ACL ) for information exchange
between agents. They called it Human-Robot Communication Language (HRCL).
HRCL utilizes a domain-specific ontology. An ontology connects words together by
their meaning and how they are related to other words. Ontologies are used to
derive other information from sentences that are not explicitly stated (Seabra-Lopes
& Teixeira, 2000).
Lopes and Teixiera (2000) use the ontology to connect words to a series of
preprogrammed commands that can be understood by the robot. Using an ontology
broadens the range of acceptable sentences that a user can utter that can still be
used in HRCL. An example of the structure of HRCL is “ask(S,R,C)” the meaning
is “S wants R to provide one instantiation of sentence C)” (Seabra-Lopes &
Teixeira, 2000, p.532). Lopes and Teixiera (2000) contributed to the field by
creating a modified language that allows user to interact more naturally with robots.
A different form of communication began to emerge. The emphasis was on
natural communication in the same way that a human communicates with another
human. Huwel, Wrede, and Sagerer(2006) claim that “new technologies oriented on
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human communication are needed to provide a better way to interact with robots in
home or office environments. Nave users can easily interact with these systems
without learning a specific programming language” (p. 45). Natural communication
also relies on gestures to give more information about the surrounding area. Huwel,
et al. (2006) state:
To model complex HRI (human robot interaction), we need to consider
both: spontaneous speech as well as situatedness. The system ought to
allow for a broad variety of utterances which may also be ungrammatical
and support multi-modality. Consequentially, the system needs to allow
for extralinguisticinformation as gesture and objects in the environment,
use a large lexicon and not restrict the interpretation to a grammar (p.
45).
Communication between human and robot must be easy enough that any user
regardless of their background should be able to achieve it effectively. Huwel et al.
(2006) state that “deep speech understanding is necessary for more complex HRI”
(p. 46).
Huwel et al. (2006) created the robot BIRON in order to “improve social and
functional behavior by enabling the robot to carry out a more sophisticated dialog
for handling instructions (p. 46).” BIRON was created to aid humans in an office or
home. The human must first introduce BIRON to its new surroundings before
BIRON can begin aiding in certain tasks. BIRON is equipped with a tracking
sensor that tracks the location of people in the room. It also has a sound sensor to
help determine where the person who is speaking to it is located (Huwel, Wrede, &
Sagerer, 2006).
Communication with BIRON (Huwel et al., 2006) begins with a dialogue
manager. The dialogue manager converts speech and gestures into instructions for
the robot. The data is transferred into the “situated semantic units” (SSU), which
are units that establish strong semantic, or meaningful, relations of concepts that
represent knowledge from the world and discourse. Like CARL (Seabra-Lopes &
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Teixeira, 2000), BIRON (Huwel et al., 2006) also use an ontology to map words and
their relations to other, related words in order to form instructions for the robot.
The utterances from the person are then parsed into trees. The number of
trees varies by how many different meanings the sentence could have. The trees are
scored by how likely it is to be the correct meaning of the uttered phrase or
sentence. The highest score is used and interpreted into actions through which
BIRON (Huwel et al., 2006) can follow. The ability to distinguish different
meanings of words and sentences and then scoring them based on the most likely
choice increases the robustness of the communication system in handling
spontaneous situations. In other words, it allows for variance in the situation that
can still be understood and handled by the robot.
Despite still being based on specific situations, BIRON (Huwel et al., 2006)
shows an improvement from other systems by being able to handle incomplete or
grammatically incorrect information. BIRON maps ideas and concepts onto other
ideas and concepts that can be interpreted into actions and tasks for the robot to
carry out. More work is still needed in how to establish a more universal form of
communication that can be used in any domain.
In 2011, Mirnig, Weiss, and Tscheligi performed an experiment to find out
which factors are most important in human to human communication. The scope of
the experiment was in giving directions. Mirnig et al. (2011) state:
The communication between human interactors is spontaneous, versatile
and it provides means for trouble shooting as well as strategies to handle
miscommunication. As a robots communication is less flexible than that
of a human, interaction in public place[s] poses additional challenges
upon the interaction partners: an interaction cannot be planned in
advance and it possibly involves uncontrollable conditions such as
prospective co-participants (p. 206).
The experiment was conducted in Salzburg, Austria in a pedestrian area.
Researchers stopped pedestrians to ask directions to a specified area. The
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interactions were recorded and participants were asked to fill out a short
questionnaire upon completion of the interaction (Mirnig, Weiss, & Tscheligi, 2011).
Mirnig et al. (2011) analyzed the results of the experiment and found that
there were several most important factors between human to human interactions.
The most important, in the scope of their experiment, are feedback, commonness,
fun, insecurity, and access to a city map. From this experiment, they determined
that the most important factors in human robot interaction are the ability to
process verbal directions as well as gestures, reference points, context information,
and explicit and implicit distances. From this experiment, one can get a better idea
about what factors are important to establish natural communication between
humans and robots.
2.5 Sensor Ontologies
Recently, people have begun implementing sensor technology into ontologies
to create a more situation aware robot. The sensors allow a more dynamic view of
the area surrounding the robot. In 2006, Baumgartner and Retschitzegger
conducted a survey of the current state of the art upper ontologies for situation
awareness to find what they considered the most useful. The ontologies that were
surveyed are SAWA (Situation Awareness Assistant), Situation Ontology, SOUPA
(Standard Ontology for Ubiquitous and Pervasive Applications), and CANON
(Context Ontology).
The Situation Awareness (SAW) ontologies are first evaluated based on their
top level concepts of objects (physical entities), attributes (properties of objects),
relations and roles (how objects relate to other objects), events (the flow of
information as a dynamic situation is playing out), and the situation (defined as a
set of interrelated objects) (Klein, Schmidt, & Lauer, 2007). Each ontology is then
evaluated for their SAW specific concepts which are as follows: how well and
completely space and time are represented, the thematic roles that relate objects
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with situations, situation types in relation to time and location, and situations of
objects.
Baumgartner and Retschitzegger (2006) found that SAWA performed best
based on their evaluation. SAWA is of military origin and was developed by a
commercial company. It uses OWL (Ontology Web Language) and SWRL
(Semantic Web Rule Language). It derives relationships between objects using
specifically programmed rules. The researchers found that it best tracks the flow of
information in the evolution of events. They found that SAWA is universal but not
very articulate in how the information represented. Since then, more upper
ontologies with sensor capabilities have been produced to better establish dynamic
communication between humans and robots (Klein et al., 2007).
One such application for a different type of top-level ontology with sensors
was developed by Ye, Stevenson, and Dobson (2011). They created a top level
ontology with sensors for application in smart home technology. The idea behind
this ontology was to define concepts using the relationships (finer-grained, conflicts,
or overlaps) that a pair of concepts has with each other. They create a series of
logical rules that define the relationships between a pair of abstracts. Based on
those rules, a developer can infer more knowledge based on the relationships the
concepts have with each other. For example, Bob is located in the living room.
Therefore, Bob is also located in the house, but not in the kitchen. The living room
is finer-grained than house but conflicts with kitchen. Bob may also be in the foyer
because foyer overlaps with the living room. The authors use the same idea for
activities. The ontology is broken into three models (Ye, Stevenson, & Dobson,
2011).
The concept model allows for each concept, the concept of living room for
example, to be further broken down into ground values, which are typically numeric
in nature. Ye et al. (2011) claim to assert a state of reality in their context model.
The state of reality is defined as the relationship between two abstract values. The
activities model is structured the same as the concept model (Ye et al., 2011).
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Ye et al. (2011) applied their ontology to a smart home that contained over
900 sensors. The goal in the smart home application is to turn raw sensor data into
application data using their top-level ontology. The ontology is very logically built
and was successful in helping the developers find the inconsistencies within the
smart home sensor technology. The ontology, however, has many limitations. It is
not comprehensive enough to handle two equal activities. The ontology is too
domain specific and cannot be used outside of the smart home environment. Other
approaches to apply ontologies to real life applications need to be explored.
Sherp, Franz, Saatoff, and Staab (2012) explored using an event driven
ontology. They called their model Event Model F ontology. It is also aligned with
DUL for interoperability.Event-Model-F contains concepts for time and space,
objects and persons, and three types of event driven relationships: merelogical
(components of a larger event), causal (describe cause and effect), and correlative
(events that have a common cause). Utilizing those relationships between events
allows different interpretations of the same event to be supported in the application
(Scherp, Franz, Saathoff, & Staab, 2012).
The application of Event-Model- F is called SemaPlorer++ (Scherp et al.,
2012). The goal of the SemaPlorer++ application is to create an infrastructure for
sharing event descriptions. It also allows sharing documentation in the form of
media uploads. People are able to upload real time photos of the event that
contributes to the knowledge base. An event description is created based on the
time and date of the event. The knowledge base can be accessed by emergency
responders in order to get the most accurate, up to date information (Scherp et al.,
2012). The SemaPlorer++ application shows that there is a need and a use for
more ontological research in the field of real time, useful applications.
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2.6 Semantic Web and the Semantic Sensor Network
Our world is composed of numerous amounts of data that we use every day.
What if we could put all of that data into one place and connect it together? How
would we make sense of it all? What connections and interpretation could be
possible by interweaving the copious amounts of data we encounter every day and
allowing it to be connected together in ways that actually make sense? That is what
the Semantic web is trying to do. The W3C Semantic web activity website (2013)
claims:
The semantic web is about two things. It is about common formats for
integration and combination of data drawn from diverse sources, where
on the original Web mainly concentrated on the interchange of
documents. It is also about language for recording how the data relates
to real world objects.
The Semantic Web created a format that is common across all boundaries to allow
data to be shared from one application, database, or network to another (W3C
Semantic web activity , 2013).
Sensors, for robots, are like senses for a human being. Sensors capture and
collect all the empirical data about the surrounding environment. Typically humans
must interpret the data that is collected by the robots. But what if the robots were
able to interpret the data without human intervention? Semantic technologies make
that a possibility (Compton et al., 2012). Compton, Barnaghi, Bermudez,
Garca-Castro, Corcho, Cox, Graybeal, Hauswirth, Henson, Herzog, Huang,
Janowiczk,Kelsey, Le Phuoc, Leforta, Leggieri, Neuhaus, Nikolov, Page, Passant,
Sheth, and Taylor (2012) state:
Semantic technologies can assist in managing, querying, and combining
sensors and observation data. Thus allowing users to operate at
abstraction levels above the technical details of format and integration,
instead working with domain concepts and restrictions on quality.
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Machine-interpretable semantics allows autonomous or semi-autonomous
agents to assist in collecting, processing, reasoning about, and acting on
sensors and their observations. Linked Sensor Data may serve as a
means to interlink sensor data with external sources on the Web (p. 26).
Semantic technologies make it possible to connect firefighting sensors to the web and
allow them to reason and make decisions on their own without human intervention.
The Semantic web requires more standardization in the way data is
presented. The idea behind Linked data is to connect previously unrelated data in a
common format that is easily accessible to anyone (Linked Data, n.d.). There are
an ever-growing number of public data sets that are encoded using the Resource
Description Framework (RDF)(Resource Descriptive Framework (RDF), 2004).
RDF is a graph based, standardized model for sharing data over the web. It uses
Uniform Resource Identifiers (UFI) to name the relationship between the data as
well as the data itself. One can then logically connect the data in the linked data
sets using an ontology. The Semantic web uses the OWL 2 Web Ontology language
to formally define classes, properties, individuals and data values (OWL 2 Web
Ontology Language Primer (Second Edition), 2012). Several researchers have used
the semantic web to create the Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) ontology.
The SSN, refer to Figure 2.5 ontology was created by the Semantic Sensor
Networks Incubator Group (the SSN-XG). The SSN-XGs charter claims that “A
semantic sensor network will allow the network, its sensors and the resulting data to
be organized, installed and managed, queried, understood and controlled through
high-level specifications” (Compton & Sheth, 2010). The group consisted of 41
people from 16 different organizations. The group began the project in March 2009
and concluded in September 2010.
The top level of the SSN is the Stimulus Sensor Observation (SSO) ontology.
It was developed by Janowicz and Compton (2010). The main idea behind this
ontological pattern is to provide a way to organize the data that is received by
sensors into an ontology that can make logical connections between what is being
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observed and what that means about the physical environment. In doing so, it
provides a logical formula that robots can follow in order to make correct
assumptions about the natural world (Janowicz & Compton, 2010).
The key elements in the SSO ontology are the stimuli and sensors. The
stimuli act as a trigger or changes in the physical world. The sensors are what
observe the stimuli. The rest of the pattern contains observations (databases of
sensor output), observed properties (provide the connection between stimuli and
sensors), features of interest (what is being recorded), procedures (description of
how stimuli is read by sensor), and results (Janowicz & Compton, 2010). The SSO
ontology offers a comprehensive skeleton for other researchers to modify for their
specific domains.
The SSO and the SSN are both aligned to the DOLCE Ultra Light (DUL), a
foundational ontology that contains core ontological elements such as objects and
events, to increase interoperability. The SSN ontology goes deeper than the SSO to
describe “the capabilities of sensors, the act of sensing and the resulting
observations (Compton, 2011, p.3).” It does so using four perspectives: sensor,
observation, system, and feature and property.
The sensor perspective focuses on the device that senses, how the device does
the sensing, and what is being sensed. This perspective can describe what the
sensor is capable of, limitations, and other necessary information about the sensors.
The sensor perspective can describe accuracy, detection limit, drift, frequency,
latency, measurement range precision, resolution, response time, selectivity, and
sensitivity of each sensor given the conditions around the sensor (Compton, 2011).
The observation perspective focuses on the observational data and the
related metadata. Observations are described as situations that describe the
stimulus and the result of sensing, given a sensing method (Compton, 2011, p.4).”
The observation perspective connects the act of sensing to the stimulus event, the
sensor device, the sensed property and feature, and the result. It places those into
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Figure 2.5. The four perspectives of the SSN ontology (Compton, 2011)
an interpretive context. Observations are not events but rather the explanation of
the observing act and result (Compton, 2011).
The system perspective focuses on the systems of sensors and deployments.
Systems comprise units of organizations. They may have subsystems or are
attached to other platforms. These systems have limitations. The system
perspective describes the systems intended operating and survival ranges as
observable properties within the ontology (Compton, 2011).
The feature and property perspective focus on the object that senses or what
observations were made about a particular property. The feature and property
perspective is woven throughout the ontology. It answers certain questions like
“what observes property p, what has observations affected by p, what observations
have been made about p, and what devices withstand given environmental
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extremes”(Compton, 2011, p.5). The feature and property view connects the rest of
the perspectives together.
Like the SSO, the SSN hopes to provide a more comprehensive skeleton
ontology for the goal of combining a logical formula from which robots can reason
from. These skeletons can then be modified and used in domain specific
applications.
2.6.1 Sensor Ontology Applications
One such application that utilized the SNN ontology is the Parsimonious
Covering Theory (PCT) (Henson, Sheth, & Thirunarayan, 2012). Henson, Sheth,
and Thirunarayan (2012) state, “we present an approach to systematically generate
abstractions from observation data, grounded in an abductive logic framework
called Parsimonous Covering Theory. PCT uses domain-specific background
knowledge to determine the best explanation for a set of observations” (p. 26-27).
Abstractions, defined by Henson et al. (2012), are “entities that explains a
set of observed quality (p. 28).” In order for an abstraction to be cover, each
observation must have at least one explanation. To be parsiminous, there must only
be one explanation for all observations. Thus, to be a parsiminous cover, each
observation must be explained by at least one abstraction and all observations must
be explained by only one explanation (Henson et al., 2012). The example that is
used in the text is the case of a medical diagnosis. Two diseases may explain each
symptom, but the best explanation is the disease that covers all symptoms.
Working with the widely accepted SSN ontology makes applications like this one
more easily usable.
PCT is grounded in OWL in order to extract sensor data from the web in
conjunction with the SSN ontology. Henson et al. (2012) created LinkedSensorData,
which is a dataset that contains the descriptions of over 20,000 sensors and 160
million sensor observations using the formal specifications of the SSN ontology.
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2.7 Summary
This chapter briefly introduced state of the art firefighting robots. Most
firefighting robots are tank-like in structure but recent work has developed ideas for
autonomous firefighting robots. One approach to autonomy for firefighting robots
may be using an ontology. The use of an ontology aids software developers by
structuring information and further abstracting concepts. That allows for more
flexible data analysis. Many applications have been developed using sensor
ontologies.
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CHAPTER 3. FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this study was to develop an ontology specifically for a
firefighting robot and to use it to develop an efficient decision-making algorithm.
The first part of the research was to develop an ontology. The second part of the
research was to use the ontology to develop a decision-making algorithm. The
following sections discuss the tools that were used, the sensors the ontology is based
on, how the ontology and the algorithm were developed, how the data was collected,
and how the study was evaluated.
3.1 Development of the Firefighting Robot Ontology
This study originally intended to start with the SSN ontology and modify it
for a firefighting robot. Figure 3.1 shows the original proof-of-concept map for the
modifications to Situation and Action. Due to complications with the SSN ontology,
that idea was discarded in favor of developing an entirely new ontology that is
loosely based on the SSN design.
The firefighting ontology was first developed using Protégé, which is an open
source platform that was created by the Stanford Center for Biomedical Informatics
Research (Protege, 2013). Protégé has several built-in semantic reasoners, which
are software programs that are able to make inferences from the information stored
in the ontology (Calder, Morris, & Peri, 2010). While this study did not make use
of the reasoners, it did make use of Protégés convenient user interface to first ensure
the ontology was well organized and consistent. The ontology was then exported in
a Java Scheme format to use in a software development application.
The exported Java Scheme was then imported into Jena Ontology API (Jena
Ontology API , 2013). Jena is an open source Java platform for ontological and
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Figure 3.1. The basic idea for the firefighting robot ontology
software development. It provides the framework and library for building
ontological applications. Since Protégé only exported the classes and not the actual
ontological structure, the ontology had to be rebuilt using Jena’s library.
As mentioned previously, the new ontology is modeled after the SSN
ontology so many of the concepts remain the same. The purpose an ontology in this
study is to connect information together in a structured way that can be used in a
decision-making application.The concepts are connected together using properities.






The full ontology can be found in Apendex A.
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To make the ontology as close to reality as possible, the sensor information
was modeled after real sensors that may be used for a firefighting robot. The
sensors were all found on either Robot Shop (Robot Shop, 2013) or Thinnk Ware




(c) Supply Voltage: +5 V
(d) Detection Range: 20 cm (4.8V) 100cm (1V)
(e) Senses: Wavelength of light










3. Hokuyos Scanning Laser Rangefinder
(a) Model: UHG-08LX
(b) Interface: USB2.0
(c) Range: 20mm to 8000mm
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(d) Rate: 67msec/scan
(e) Scanning Range: 270 degree area with .36 degree angular resolution
(f) Operating Voltage: 12V
(g) Senses: Objects
4. .NET Gadgeteer Temperature Sensor
(a) Model: TMP100
(b) Input Voltage: 2.7 - 5.5V
(c) Resolution: 9-12 Bits
(d) Operating Frequency: 100KHZ/400KHZ/3.4MHZ
(e) Senses: Temperature
5. 3-Axis ±250/500/2000 degree Gyroscope
(a) Model: L3GD20
(b) Operating Voltage: 2.5 to 5.5V
(c) Supply Current: 7 mA




3.2 Development of the Decision-Making Algorithm
The decision-making algorithm directly uses the information stored in the




if (Sensor) {condition = sensorType.getProperty(senses); }
read(dataInput);
if (dataRange = condition) {observation =
condition.getProperty(indicates); }
if (observation) {action = observation.getProperty(triggers); }
return action;
The full algorithm can be found in Apendex B. The decision-making
algorithm first reads the sensor type input and uses it to get the condition, or
stimulus, that the particular sensor is sensing. The data from the sensor is then
read to determine the observation of the surrounding environment. The observation
indicates the situation the robot has found itself in and triggers a particular action
that the robot should take. The result of the algorithm is the action that the robot
should perform. Table 3.1 shows the expected action for each possible input.
3.3 Simple Control Design for Decision Making
Human beings use multiple senses simultaneously to process information. It
only makes sense that a robot should do the same. There may be situations where
only one condition may or may not lead to a dangerous situation, but the
combination of two or more conditions may turn a semi-dangerous situation into a
fully dangerous situation. It is important that these factors are taken into
consideration in a decision-making algorithm for firefighting robots. In a
dynamically changing, uncontrolled, real-world situation like a building or house
fire, it is difficult to determine exactly which spefic measurement may turn the
situation from potentially dangerous into a life-threatenting situation. It is not one




Sensor Data Expected Action
Flame Sensor <760 ProceedAsNormal
Flame Sensor 760-1100 ExtinguishFire
Flame Sensor >1100 ProceedAsNormal
Temperature Sensor <40 ProceedAsNormal
Temperature Sensor 40-48 ProceedWithCaution
Temperature Sensor >48 RescueHuman
Gas Sensor 0 ProceedAsNormal
Gas Sensor 1 RescueHuman
Smoke Sensor 0 ProceedAsNormal
Smoke Sensor 1 RescueHuman
Gyroscope Sensor 0 ProceedAsNormal
Gyroscope Sensor 1 EvacuateArea
Rangefinder Sensor 0 ProceedAsNormal
Rangefinder Sensor 1 RescueHuman
compared to and related to other measurements that determine one danger level
from the next, thefore, a crisp control system may not be adequate enough to use
for this particular algorithm. For that reason, a simple controller system is better
suited for this research.
A simple control design increases flexible decision making by taking into
account sensor input from two or more sensors in order to make a decision. To use
the information stored in the ontology for this simple control design, each range of
data from each sensor has an assigned danger level (see Table 3.2). The danger level
may be either Low, Medium, or High. If the condition has a danger level of Low,
the robot should proceed as normal. If the danger level is Medium, the robot should
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Table 3.2
The Level of Danger for Each Sensor’s Range of Data
Sensor Data Danger Level
Flame Sensor <760 Low
Flame Sensor 760-1100 High
Flame Sensor >1100 Medium
Temperature Sensor <40 Low
Temperature Sensor 40-48 Medium
Temperature Sensor >48 High
Gas Sensor 0 Low
Gas Sensor 1 High
Smoke Sensor 0 Low
Smoke Sensor 1 High
Gyroscope Sensor 0 Low
Gyroscope Sensor 1 High
Rangefinder Sensor 0 Low
Rangefinder Sensor 1 High
proceed with caution. If the danger level is high, then an appropriate action must
be taken. However, the situation may be different if two or more sensors read a
condition with a danger level of high or medium. In that case, the decision making
becomes more complicated and simplecontrol algorithms must be used to determine
which action should be taken.
The algorithms that are used in this research use the data that is read from
each sensor to determine an action. The gas, smoke, gyroscope, and rangefinder
sensors have data values that are assigned as either having a High or Low level of
danger. The temperature sensor and the flame sensors each have data ranges with
assigned danger levels of High, Medium, and Low. If all sensors read data with
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ranges of either High or Low, the control algorithms consider the number of high or
low values that are sensed. Since any of the conditions that are indicated by the
sensor readings with a danger level of high indicate a dangerous situation, then it
can be generally summerized that any situation that has at least one condition with
a high danger level and no conditions with a medium danger level is considered a
dangerous situation and the appropriate action must be taken. In most cases, the
appropriate action is to rescue the human but there may be a situation where
rescuing a human may contradict a more appropriate action (as in the case of an
open flame near by that needs to be extinguished). For that reason, when either all
sensors or at least one sensor has a danger value of High and no sensors have a
danger value of medium, then the decision-making algorithm defers the action to be
decided by the information stored in the ontology for the individual sensors. For
this reason specifically, the simple control design is not used in testing to ensure
that the success of the ontology and algorithm is most prominent in this study.
The inclusion of the danger value of Medium complicates the decision
making process. Because the temperature and the flame sensors are the only two
sensors with a data range that is assigned a medium danger level, they are the only
two that will be considered in the decision making process. Table 3.3 shows the
decision making process for these two specific sensors. The column shows the
possible values for the flame sensor. The rows show the possible danger level values
for temperature sensors. The expected action is shown within the body of the table
for each combination of possible values. In this particular case, it is important to
note that the well-being of a human in danger is considered more important that
extinguishing a fire, therefore, if both the flame and temperature sensors register a
data reading with a danger level of high, rescuing the human does take precedence
over extinguishing a fire.
Given the data readings from all of the sensors simultaneously, the simple
control algorithm is as follows:
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Table 3.3
Decision Making Table for Flame and Temperature Sensors
FlameSensor TemperatureSensor
Low Medium High
Low ProceedAsNormal ProceedWithCaution RescueHuman
Medium ProceedWithCaution RescueHuman RescueHuman
High ExtinguishFire ExtinguishFire RescueHuman
IF dangerLevel High count is <1 AND dangerLevel Medium count is <1
THEN expectedAction = ProceedAsNormal ELSE
IF dangerLevel High count is >0 AND dangerLevel Medium count is <1
THEN expectedAction = individualSensorActions ELSE
IF flameSensor has dangerLevel Low AND temperatureSensor has
dangerLevel Medium THEN expectedAction = ProceedWithCaution
ELSE
IF flameSensor has dangerLevel Medium AND temperatureSensor has
dangerLevel Low THEN expectedAction = ProceedWithCaution ELSE
IF flameSensor has dangerLevel Medium AND temperatureSensor has
dangerLevel Medium THEN expectedAction = RescueHuman ELSE
IF flameSensor has dangerLevel High AND temperatureSensor has
dangerLevel Medium THEN expectedAction = ExtinguishF ire ELSE
IF flameSensor has dangerLevel High AND temperatureSensor has
dangerLevel High THEN expectedAction = RescueHuman.
The attentive reader might wonder why the author chose to allow the
individual sensor data to dictate the decision in most cases of possible action
contradictions except in the case of the flameSensor and temperatureSensor. It does
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explicitly state above that rescuing a human being takes precedence over
extinguishing a fire, but it does not state explicitly what takes precidence if a
gyroscope sensor reads an instable surface where the expected action should be to
evacuate the area and other sensors indicate that the situation is dangerous to
human beings and the expected action should be to rescue a human. The author
purposely chose not to program the robot to make a decision of precedence in these
cases. The reason for that is, as was mentioned in Chapter 1, moral or ethical
implications or judgements are not within the scope of this research. The question
to be answered is not which is more important, evacuating the robot in danger or
rescuing a human being. It is not a question of which is more valuable. The human
being will always be more important and a human life will always take precedence
over a robot.
The question to be answered is simply how can the robot be most useful and
best able to rescue a human being. If a robot stays on an unstable ground, there is
the chance that the robot will fall through and the human may never be rescued. If
a robot does take the action to rescue a human being despite the unstable ground,
there is a chance that the ground will collapse on both the human and the robot
and a human life will be lost regardless. However, if the robot evacuates the
immediate area, there is a chance that it will find a more stable route to rescue the
human. There is also the chance that another route may not be found in enough
time to rescue the precious human life. It is not within this author’s realm of
judgement or within the scope of the research to make that judgement.
3.4 Data Collection
Since a real firefighting robot could not be deployed in an actual fire for this
research, the collected data had to be simulated. A program was developed to
produce the simulated environment for which to test the decision-making algorithm.
The program randomly generates data within a certain range for each type of
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sensor. Table 3.4 shows the sensors and their specific ranges of data. The sensors
are all represented twenty times each with twenty randomly generated data
corresponding to specific sensors for each test. The program was run ten times to
generate random data for ten test cases.
Table 3.4








The random data was generated using a random number generator in java.
It is common knowledge that a random number generator not actually truely
random, but the author of this study does believe it is random enough for use in
this study. The purpose of this study is to show that the decisions will be correct no
matter what data is read from the sensors, therefore, it is not essential if data is
truely random. The data collected in a real fire will not be as sporadic as the data
generated for this research, but it may vary greatly from situation to situation. It is
important to know that the correct decision will be made in whatever situation the
firefighting robot is put into.
3.5 Hypothesis
The hypothesis to be tested is that the success rate of the decision-making
algorithm is greater than the success rate of an algorithm that makes decisions
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randomly. Since the success rate of a random guess should be between 45% and
55%, then the success rate of the decision-making algorithm should have an
accuracy level of higher than 55%. Therefore, the hypothesis is as follows:
H0: Accuracy<55% The null hypothesis states that the accuracy rate is
less than 55%, meaning that the decision making algorithm performs as
well or worse than what can be expected from a randomly guess
algorithm.
Hα: Accuracy>55% The alternate hypothesis states that the success
rate is greater than 55% and can therefore be show that the algorithm
does, indeed, perform greater than a random decision-making algorithm.
3.6 Evaluation
The decision-making algorithm was evaluated by the accuracy in which it
makes the correct decision, and significance of the algorithm. The accuracy of the
decision-making is determined by comparing the actual result of the program for
each data to the expected decision. If actual and the expected outcomes are the
same, then the program is considered successful. The significance of the algorithms
decision-making ability will be tested using binomial proportions. The binomial
proportions tested if the algorithms proportion of correct decisions was greater than
the proportion of correct decisions that were randomly guessed. The significance was
determined by comparing the p-value to alpha, which is equal to 0.1 for this study.
3.6.1 Measure for Success
This study will be considered a success if the following proove the be true:
• The accuracy rate of the decision-making algorithm is greater than 55% and
the H0 can be rejected, meaning it performs better than random,
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• The binomial proportion for success is greater than 0.5, and
• The result of the test of significance is p<α, where α = 0.1, meaning that the
algorithm performs significantly better than random.
3.7 Summary
This chapter provided the framework and methodology to be used in the
research study. The ontology was modeled after the SSN Ontology. To make the
ontology as realistic as possible, the sensors were modeled after real sensors that
may be used for a firefighting robot. Each sensor has specific ranges that indicate
certain conditions. Each range of data also has an assigned danger level that can be
used for a simple control design. The simple control design allows the algorithm to
be more flexible with the decisions it makes. The data was collected using a random
data generator to generate enough random data for ten tests. The random data
generator uses a random number generator to give a random number within the
range of specified data values for each sensor. Enough simulated data was collected
for ten seperate tests that include each sensor twenty times. The hypothesis is that
the decision making algorithm has a proportion of correct decisions and incorrect
decisions that is significantly better than random. The study will be evaluated on
the success rate, acceptance or rejection of the hypothesis, and significance level of
the algorithm. The next chapter provides the results and analysis for the
experiments.
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter first presents the results of creating the firefighting robot
ontology. The ontology is discussed in depth. The data from the decision-making
algorithm is presented in tables and graphs. The data is further presented in a
linguistical discussion. All of the results from the ontology and algorithm are
analyzed and discussed.
4.1 The Firefighting Robot Ontology
The firefighting robot ontology that was developed for this research was
made to the specifics of the SSN ontology as closely as possible for this particular
application. The ontology follows the standards that are set by the W3C. It is a
commonly accepted notation in ontologies to put the name of the ontological
language followed by a colon and the name of the ontological standard concept (i.e.
OWL:Thing) to signify that it is not an original concept but rather it is ontological
standard concept. Figure 4.1 displays the ontology as a whole.
DangerLevel and OWL: Entity are listed first in the ontology. These two
concepts are subclasses of OWL: Thing. OWL: Thing is the highest, broadest
abstraction in an ontology. All other concepts, or classes, fall under the category of
“Thing.” Condition, Event, Object, Observation, and Situation are all subclasses of
OWL: Entity. Each concept will be discussed individually and in further detail in
the subsequent subsections.
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Figure 4.1. The firefighting robot ontology
4.1.1 DangerLevel
DangerLevel (see Figure 4.2) represents the danger level of each observation
made by the sensors. The observations are assigned a danger level using the
property hasDangerLevel. DangerLevel has three subclasses: High, Medium, and
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Figure 4.2. DangerLevel
Low. These three classes are disjoint, meaning that an observation can either be
classified as having a high, medium, or low danger level. In other words:
Observation hasDangerLevel High OR
Observation hasDangerLevel Medium OR
Observation hasDangerLevel Low.
Each observation must have at least, but no more than, one danger level
classification. The danger level can be used for a fuzzy control design for further
algorithmic flexibility.
4.1.2 Object
Object (see Figure 4.3) represents physical objects that may be relevant to a
firefighting robot. It does not include every possible object that may be found in
any given environment. For this domain, Object has two subclasses: Agent and
Sensors. These two objects are particularly relevant to a firefighting robot.
An agent can either refer to the robot itself, another robot, or a human,
which is why Human and Robot are subclasses of Agent. A human may be either a
civilian or a firefighting but it is not neccessary relevent to distinguish between the
two for this research because the assumption is that any human the robot
encounters must need rescuing. These concepts represent possible agents that may
be relevent to the domain.
The robot relies on its sensors to detect the stimuli in the environment
around it. Sensor and its subclasses represent the sensors that may be equipped by
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Figure 4.3. Object
the firefighting robot. The subclasses of Sensor are FlameSensor, GasSensor,
GyroscopeSensor, RangefinderSensor, SmokeSensor, and TemperatureSensor.
Knowing which sensor is reading the data is important knowledge for a robot
because it helps it to interpret the data. The sensors, much like the senses of human
beings, help the robot determine the conditions of the environment.
4.1.3 Condition
Condition represents the interpretation of the stimuli that is sensed by the
sensors. Stimuli are the physical changes that are sensed by the sensor and are
directly represented by Stimulus, which is a subclass of Event. For this research, it
is more relevant for the robot to make the neccessary connection between the
sensors to the interpretation of the stimuli rather than the stimuli itself in order to
derive an accurate assessment of the situation. Therefore, while not semantically
accurate, Condition and Stimulus are equivalent in this ontology. It is not
semantically accurate that a sensor senses a condition because the condition is an
interpretation of the sensor’s data reading of the stimuli and not the stimulous
itself. A sensor cannot sense an interpretation. It can only sense a physical change
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in the environment. For this particular study, however, it is adequate that the
condition and stimulous are interchangable.
Figure 4.4. Condition
Gas, Lightwaves, Motion, Objects, Smoke, and Temperature (see Figure 4.4)
are subclasses of Condition. These represent the possible conditions that might be
found in a real fire. Each condition has subclasses that further specify the possible
data that may be read by the sensors. Gas has the subclasses GasDetected and
GasNotDetected. There are only two possible sensor readings from the gas sensor so
only two conditions are represented. Lightwaves has the subclasses
GreaterThan1100nm, Between760and1100nm, and LessThan760nm. As reflected by
the ontology, there are three relevant possible ranges that can be read by the flame
sensor. Motion, similar to Gas only has two subclasses MotionDetected and
MotionNotDetected. Objects has the subclasses ObjectsInRange and
ObjectsNotInRange. It is not important for this research that the robot is able to
distinguish between particular objects. Smoke has the subclasses SmokeDetected
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and SmokeNotDetected. Temperature, similar to Lightwaves has three important
ranges of data and therefore has three subclasses LessThan40C, Between40and48C,
and GreaterThan48C. Human flesh begins to get uncomfortably hot at 40 degrees
Celcius and begins to burn at 48 degrees Celcius. It is these specifications that
indicate which observation is made by the robot. Sensor and Condition are
connected using the property senses.
Sensor senses Condition
4.1.4 Observation
The concept Observation, shown in Figure 4.5, represents an observational
inference of the condition. These two concepts may seem similiar, but the semantic
implications are different. Condition represents the specific condition that is
interpreted from the sensor data. Observation is what can be observed from the
condition. For example, MotionDetected is a condition that is interpreted by the
gyroscope sensor sensing motion. The relevant observation that one can gather from
that condition is FloorInstability. Observations rely on knowledge of the sensors,
data, and the interpretation of the physical changes of the environment.
Figure 4.5. Observation
Each subclass of Observation represents a possible observation the robot
might make given the a condition of the stimuli read from the sensors. The
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subclasses of Observation are DangerousTemperature, FlameNearBy,
FloorInstability, GasesPresent, NoImmediateDanger, Obstacles, PotentialDanger,
and Smokey. Condition and Observation are connected using the object property
indicates because a certain condition may indicate a certain observation.
Condition indicates Observation
The property indicates is a transitive property. A transitive property is used to
make inferences about concepts. For example:
If property p is transitive and concept A p B and B p C then it can be
inferred that A p C.
From these observations, the robot is able to determine the situation it finds itself it.
4.1.5 Situation
Situation, shown in Figure 4.6, refers to the actual situation that the robot is
in. Again, this may seem similar to observation and therefore may seem redundant
to the reader, but similarly to the conditions and the observations, situations and
observations are semantically different enough to warrant two seperate concepts.
Situation is no longer an inference that is made given certain conditions but rather
refers to the higher level abstraction of the environment that a robot is in in
reference to its programmed task. The subclasses of Situation represent the possible




Observation and Situation are connected using the object property indicates.
Observation indicates Situation
That is important to note because it is the same property that connects
Condition and Observation. As mentioned previously, ’indicates’ is a transitive
property. Thus, it is possible to make inferences about Situation from Condition.
The action that is taken by the robot can be determined by either the Observation
or Situation, although it is preferable to determine the actions based on the
observations of the robot. Situation represents the environment as a whole and
therefore does not allow for actions based on particular observations. Observation,
however, does allow for observation specific actions such as extinguishing a fire if it
is needed.
4.1.6 Event
Event, shown in Figure 4.7, is considered to represent any type of action or
happening. It encompasses both Action and Stimulus. Stimulus is considered an
event because it is a act of change in an environment that is detected by a sensor.
The subclasses of Stimulus represent the actual stimuli that are detected by the
sensors. The subclasses are GasParticles, SmokeParticles, TemperatureChange,
Tilting, Vibration, and WavesOfLight. Even though the subclasses of Stimulus and
Condition are different, the upper concepts are still considered equivalent for this
study because they are still used towards the same purpose; the purpose of
determining the situation a firefighting robot is in.
Action represents the act of doing some task. The subclasses of Action
represent the possible actions that the robot may take given the observations of the
robot. As mentioned previously, both the observations and the situation can
determine which actions the robot should take. Observation is the preferred method
of determining which action to take because it allows for more specific actions than
the overall situation. The subclasses of Action are AvoidObstacle, EvacuateArea,
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Figure 4.7. Action
ExtinguishFire, ProceedAsNormal, ProceedWithCaution, and RescueHuman.




Each of the previous concepts, connected by their respective properties, are what
the algorithm used to make a decision for what action the robot should take.
4.2 Decision-Making Algorithm
The decision-making algorithm was tested ten times with randomly
generated data for a total of 120 data sets for each test. The number 120 comes
from the six individual sensors being represented in each test a total of twenty
times. Table 4.1 shows the number of correct decisions made by the algorithm for
each of the ten tests and the percent accuracy of the success. Table 4.8 shows the
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mean, median, mode, and standard deviation for the ten tests. The mean is 110.1,
median is 110, mode is 109, and the standard deviation is 2.23.
Table 4.1
Number of Successes












The accuracy, shown in Figure 4.1, of the decision-making algorithm to make
correct decision given the data and the sensor type falls between 88% and 94%. A
significance test was performed on these results to show if the results of the
experiments are significantly better than random. The binomial proportions were
used to find the proportion of successes and failures for each test. Table 4.9 shows
the exact data that was used for the tests. The proportions are shown in Table 4.10.
The results of the significance test, shown in Table 4.11, show that the p-value is
less than 0.0001, which means the null hypothesis was rejected.
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Table 4.2
Number of Successes for FlameSensor












Number of Successes for GasSensor













Number of Successes for Smoke Sensor












Number of Successes for GyroscopeSensor













Number of Successes for RangefinderSensor












Number of Successes for TemperatureSensor














Mean Median Mode Standard Deviation
110.1 110 109 2.23
Table 4.9
Data Used for Binomial Proportions























Proportion of Success vs. Failure





Hypothesis Significance Accept or Reject?
H0:p = 0.5 p<0.0001 Reject the null hypothesis
Hα:p 6= 0.5
4.3 Analysis
The results of the experiments performed show that this research was a
success. The firefighting ontology contains the domain-specific knowledge a robot
might need to successfully make decisions on the correct action to take given a set
of sensor input. The decision-making algorithm was able to successfully extract that
information directly from the ontology to make the right choices significantly more
than it made wrong choices. The mean accuracy rate for successful decisions was
91.67% with an overall success rate of 95.75%. If the decisions were chosen at
random, similar to tossing a coin, one might expect a success rate of only around
40% or 60%. It is important to note that unlike tossing a coin, the algorithm did
have to choose from six different actions as opposed to only two (refer to Figure
4.7), thus, making the results even more impressive.
The algorithm had a success rate of 100% for all of the sensors except for the
gyroscope sensor. When the data given with the gyroscope was “1” (meaning gas
was detected), the algorithm consistantly returned the result RescueHuman instead
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of the expected result EvacuateArea. The reason for that is simply an error in the
algorithm itself, not in the flow of the ontology. It is, however, interesting to note
that because the random data generator generated only “1” or “0”, the success rate
for the gyroscope (refer to Table 4.5) is exactly what one might expect if the
algorithm were randomly making decisions.
Does this study show that it is possible for firefighting robots to be
autonomous using this algorithm or a variation of this algorithm? Not exactly. It
would be too far of a stretch, in this author’s humble opinion, to say that this shows
that it is possible for a firefighting robot to be fully autonomous given only this
algorithm. It does, however, show that it is possible for a firefighting robot to be a
rational agent within a firefighting situation using this algorithm and the unique
parameters of this study.
4.4 Summary
This chapter presented the data and results from the experiments. The
algorithm had a mean success rate of 91.67%. When broken down by individual
sensors, each sensor had an accuracy rate of 100% except for the Gyroscope sensor,
which was due to an error in the algorithm. The binomial proportions showed that
the algorithm makes the correct choice significantly more often than it makes the
wrong decision. The measures of success mentioned in Chapter 3 were fulfilled,
therefore, this study can be considered a success. Although it is not accurate to say
that this algorithm can be used to give autonomy to firefighting robots, it may show
that it is possible to create at least a rational firefighting robot.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
5.1 Introduction
Fires create a large amount of property damage and loss of life each year.
Firefighting robots may help reduce the risk to firefighters because robots are
designed for tasks too dangerous for human beings and can withstand extreme
temperatures. Most firefighting robots that are in use are built like tanks and are
remote operated. Recent research has been focused towards making autonomous
firefighting robots. Researchers have been using ontologies to help organize and
share domain information. An ontology may be useful for storing the neccessary
information to use in a decision making algorithm.
5.2 Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to create an ontology that is specifically for the
domain of firefighting robots whose purpose is mainly to rescue human beings and
to use the information stored in that ontology to make a decision-making algorithm.
The study was evaluated on the success rate of the algorithm to chose the correct
choice and if it performed significantly better than random. The data was generated
using a random data generator for each sensor. The results showed that the
algorithm had an overall success rate of 95.75% and that the algorithm performed
significantly better than random. Thus, this study can be called a success.
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5.3 Future Works
Future work for this study may include integrating a fuzzy controller to make
decisions based on sensor data from multiple sensors at a time. It will also include
implementing sensors to read and record real-time data. The sensors will be
mounted on a robot to further show proof of concept of a possibly autonomous
firefighting robot. Since it is not practical to put a robot in a fire each time an
experiment is conducted, the fire will be simulated using specialized equipment. The
fuzzy controller will be compared to the data from this study.
5.4 Summary
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